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QR Codes
You will find these QR codes throughout the HÅG catalogue.
They will guide you to our website, for instructional videos and
inspiration, to product information. Simply scan the QR code with
a smart phone app.

You were not designed to sit still. But for life and activity. Yet our modern life style often comes with
long and still office hours. Luckily HÅG knows a lot about creating movement. We provide seating
solutions that animates you and your workplace. A HÅG chair will forever change your concept
of sitting. At its core our unique BalanceMovementMechanism™ intuitively keeps you in balanced
and continuous motion, without you having to think about it. A HÅG is crafted for tasks and for
creativity. It is a fusion of Scandinavian holistic design, ergonomic philosophy and
environmental pioneering. It is unlimited movement for people and businesses
– The HÅG movement.
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With every HÅG chair
comes a small…
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When you sit in a HÅG chair it comes
to life. Answering to your slightest
move it intuitively keeps you in a
balanced position and in continuous
motion.
You will always feel free in a HÅG chair. It is ideal for todays
dynamic and open workplaces where people regularly change
working positions to adjust from solitary working, to team sessions,
meetings and more.
A HÅG chair is always part of the daily action. It facilitates working
close to your desk or engaging with colleagues — turning towards
someone, leaning backwards, sitting sideways or switching chairs
with a colleague. With every HÅG chair comes a small revolution,
started by you, enjoyed by everyone.

HÅG offers
— Outstanding holistic design
— Innovative seating
— Dynamic ergonomics
— Immediate comfort
— Unlimited positions
— Perfect balance
— Intuitive movement
— Improved blood circulation
— Increased energy
— Customisation
— Multipurpose functionality
— Simple adjustments
— Award winning design
— Long lifetime
— Low maintenance cost
— Sustainable products
— The highest quality standards
— 10 year guarantee
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Greater than
the sum of
its parts

HÅG does holistic design. This means
the final outcome is greater than the
sum of its parts. This is how we think
and develop.
Starting out from our four cornerstones – quality, ergonomics,
environment and visual design – we focus on each of these individually.
Considering all these aspects of a product, is what makes it holistic
design. Addressing specific challenges, exploring opportunities, making decisions. When we combine the parts, they come
together as a greater whole. As a finalised product. HÅG designs
for people, their workday, their need for movement and variation.
User experience, your needs, satisfaction and comfort are always
our core priorities. Because only you can complete the circle. And
bring our chairs to life.
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All through satisfaction
Enjoy what you touch and see, sit comfortably,
sit actively, work creatively. The HÅG quality
standards are high and set on your satisfaction.
Focusing on impression, tactility, functionality,
movement, shapes and detailing, we aim to be
the perfect choice for your senses.
Award winning quality

DYNAMIC ERGONOMICS
In perfect balance
Balance is always the best starting point for
movement. A HÅG chair intuitively keeps your
body in balanced motion, vivid and ready for
its next move. A HAG chair is crafted for tasks
and for creativity. Animating you and animating
your workplace.

At the forefront
HÅG is a documented pioneer in environmental
performance. Always aiming to do more with less.
Using components from recycled aluminium and
recycled PP, reducing the carbon footprint to an
absolute minimum. Today we are very near our
goal of only using recyclable materials.
Environmental pioneer

VISUAL DESIGN
From the inside and out
HÅG has received numerous awards for its design
work. We believe this is not only because our
chairs look good, but also because we relate to
real seating needs. Looking to be in sync with
how you really live and work. Presenting you with
wide and adaptable collections.
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Movement is life. Natural, nourishing,
healing. But as our working days include
more sitting, movement and variation
– while sitting – has become vital.
At the core of a HÅG chair, our unique BalancedMovementMechanism™
works to intuitively keep you in balanced motion without having to
think about it. A HÅG chair inspires you to vary your postures. Not
only your body and arms, but your legs as well. Often these remain
static with feet parked on the floor. As the legs are essential for the
blood circulation, this affects your entire system, your creativity and
work performance.
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The workings of the
BalancedMovementMechanism™

Balance is the best starting
point for movement
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A centrally placed tilting point
means that you are in balance.
And this is the best starting point
for movement.

As the seat and the backrest are
linked together, the seat front
rises when you lean backwards
and stimulating ankle movement.
This in turn activates your
blood circulation.

The seat lowers as you lean forward towards your desk to work.
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Keeping you animated
throughout the day

Active sitting requires perfect balance.
The BalancedMovementMechanism™
is unique for HÅG and works on the
whole body.

HÅG has chosen a different approach to sitting. This is what happens:
In a HÅG chair the front edge of the seat tilts upwards when you lean
backwards, and down when you lean forwards. The FootControlledMovement™ stimulates ankle movements that activates the
essential venous pumping mechanisms in your lower legs (“the
peripheral heart”), increasing your blood circulation. Keeping you
awake, alert, collected, creative, animated. Everything you need to
be during your work day.
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HÅG is a documented
pioneer in sustainability —
both within quality standards and environmental performance.
We never compromise on either.

HÅG’s quality standards are high. Products are tested in accordance
with a number of international quality standards for functionality,
dimensions, finish and durability. And we always excel. HÅG is also
resolved to remain a sustainable development pioneer.
Every HÅG chair is designed and manufactured according to five
basic life cycle principles. HÅG SoFi, our newest chair is a testament
to our green development ethos. Today it is the most sustainable
task chair collection in the industry, compared to other chairs with
similar functionality and comfort. Components mainly consist of
recycled and recyclable material. We do not use any harmful
chemicals. And no glues. Our aim is to continue as best in class.

Our basic principles
of sustainability
1. Low weight
2. Few components
3. Good materials
4. Long lifetime
5. Cradle to cradle closed
lifecycles
Minimized environmental
impact:
I Lowest possible ”Carbon
footprint”
II

No toxic chemicals

III Reduced use of nonrenewable resources
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HÅG SOFI is at the forefront of development
— Backrest shell in recycled PP
(Polypropylene)
— Replaceable textiles without
the use of specialist tools
— Environmentally friendly
paints – silver, black, white
— Armrest tops in recycled
aluminium
— Seat shell & covers in
recycled PP (black)
— Armrest stem, traverse
and footbase in recycled
aluminium
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Stand out and Fit in

Casual
For those who feel at home at
work. The casual HÅG SoFi is for
the informal work spaces. Using
soft toned textiles and subtle
contrasts, creating an unpretentious
atmosphere, an overall comfortable and likeable expression.
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Edge
This HÅG SoFi makes a statement.
A fashionable look for the colourful
work environment, trendy and a
bit daring. HÅG SoFi – a chair
that surprises, using contrasting
colours to accentuate details and
lines. With a playful attitude it
challenges and inspires.

Formal
HÅG SoFi is striking and timeless
in a conservative cut. In this clean
and coherent appearance, surfaces,
colours and details connect to
blend in or to make an impression.
Always creating a sophisticated
look.

Whoever you are, whatever your
needs – prepare for a small revolution.
Attract, captivate, inspire. The HÅG SoFi is – as the
name implies – designed to be styled to Stand out
and Fit in according to your needs. Ranging in
appearances from subtle, refined and coherent to
expressive and daring. There is a wide variety of
models, materials and colours to choose from
and combine.
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To be seen, felt and sensed –
HÅG SoFi is a visual, tactile
and exclusive up-close
experience.

Perceived quality through
tactile surfaces.

Subtle and refined appearance.
Coherence in materials
and colours.

Inviting and generous
surfaces, inner adjustable
lumbar support.

BalancedMovementMechanism™
by HÅG inBalance™.

Shapes are carefully designed
from all angles. Visual balance
between backrest and armrests.
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HÅG SoFi is easily customized to
give individual appearances.

HÅG SoFi has it all
Sleek headrest stem.

Easy adjustment through high end,
tactile controls

Intuitive adjustment of
seat height and seat depth.

Uniqueness and wide appeal,
the HÅG SoFi collection has it all.
It collects and perfects all the best
design features representative of the
HÅG brand. Experience HÅG SoFi.
Ranging in appearances from quiet to expressive, it can stand out
and fit in with any work environment. Adding style or simply adding
presence, according to your needs.
Sitting in a HÅG SoFi, its embracing shapes create a sense of
privacy as well as space for collaboration. At the core the BalancedMovementMechanism™ answers to your slightest move and keeps
you in balanced and continuous motion. The innovative HÅG
SlideBack™ features a comfortable armrest. Levers and handles are
intuitively placed, easy to find and adjust.

Armrest innovation
The HÅG SlideBack™ multi
functional armrests.*

HÅG SoFi has it all. It is a manifestation of holistic Scandinavian
design. The best of ergonomics, sustainability, quality and visual
design in a complete package. Prepare for a small revolution.

* The HÅG SlideBack™ multi functional armrests display a functional slide back feature.
Armrests move backwards in a straight linear movement. Simply push back and park.
Now you can also sit sideways. The armrests also easily transform to generous elbow rests.
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Established in 1943, HÅG has been
designing and developing unique
sitting solutions for private and public
sector office environments since.
We’ve done this together with some
of Scandinavia’s most decorated
designers. We are happy and proud
that our collaborations have bestowed
us numerous prizes and design
awards.

HÅG Sideways challenges
our traditional opinions of
what a chair should be with
an innovative twist.

Formel Industridesign
& HÅG
— HÅG Sideways

Søren Yran
— HÅG H03

”My design inspiration comes
from within and is fuelled by
the desire to create good
experiences for people.
This I create in a way that
products work easy and
well and look appealing.”
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”I allow myself to be inspired
by both resistance and visions.
The enjoyment in finding the
optimal solution gives me
new ideas and inspiration
to continue.”

Svein Asbjørnsen/
sapDesign®
— HÅG H09
— HÅG H09 Meeting

“What I’m suggesting, is that the chairs we “wear” neither
should be as flexible as our clothes, nor as inflexible as our
buildings. The chair could work as an intermediary between
the dynamic body and the static architectural surroundings.”

Peter Opsvik
— HÅG Capisco

— HÅG H04 Communication

— HÅG Capisco Puls

— HÅG Conventio

— HÅG H05

— HÅG Conventio Wing

— HÅG H05 Communication

— HÅG StepUp

— HÅG H04

HÅG Design Studio,
Marianne Støren Berg
& Leif Isachsen /
KODE Design
— HÅG Futu
— HÅG Futu Communication

“What inspires me is the
interplay between complexity
and simplicity. The best
designers undertake complex
challenges with contradictory
needs and create something
that is naturally relevant,
useful and beautiful. When
this is done with clarity,
design becomes inspiring.”

“Office chairs are surprisingly
complex products. The
challenge is to design a
beautiful object which is in
fact a machine.”

Frost Produkt,
Powerdesign and
Scandinavian Business
Seating Design Team.
— HÅG SoFi
— HÅG SoFi Communication
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Trusted and awarded.
Established in 1943 HÅG has designed and developed unique
sitting solutions for private and public sector office environments
since. Today it is a leading European brand that has received many
prizes and awards. Among these the prestigious Red Dot Award,
the Green Good Design Award, the Award for Design Excellence,
the Norwegian Design Council’s Environmental Award and the
Innovation Award from the Preventica fair, France.
HÅG is owned by Scandinavian Business Seating, one of Europe’s
largest manufacturers within design, development and production
of office chairs. Within the group are also the brands RH and RBM.
Common to all brands is the focus on visual design, ergonomics,
quality and environmental performance. One of Scandinavian
Business Seating’s core principles is that we have responsibilities
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beyond simply earning money: We want to contribute to preserving
our common environment and to display social accountability.
Scandinavian Business Seating is located in Oslo with sales companies in Denmark, Sweden, UK/Ireland, Germany, the Netherlands,
France, Switzerland and Singapore. Røros is the place of our birth
and we have a long history in this community. All HÅG products are
today manufactured at Røros, and Scandinavian Business Seating
is currently one of the largest employers in this area. Production
facilities are at Røros, Norway and Nässjö, Sweden. Together with its
employees and customers the company aims to make the world a
better place to sit.
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HÅG SoFi®

Stand out. Fit in.
Uniqueness and wide appeal. The HÅG SoFi
collection is designed to be customised. To meet
your needs and wants. Ranging in appearances
from subtle, refined and coherent, to expressive and
daring. In HÅG SoFi clean, articulated shapes and
surfaces, colours and details create an animating up
close experience. And captivating looks. There is
a wide variety of models, materials and colours to
choose from and to combine.
HÅG SoFi collects and perfects all of the best design
features representative of the HÅG brand. It is a
manifestation of holistic Scandinavian design.
The best of ergonomics, sustainability, quality
and visual design in one complete package.
Sitting in a HÅG SoFi creates a sense of privacy
as well as space for collaboration. At the core the
22

BalancedMovementMechanism™ answers to your
slightest move and keeps you in balanced and
continuous motion. The innovative HÅG SlideBack™
features a comfortable armrest. Controls are
intuitively placed, easy to find and to adjust.
Whoever you are, whatever your needs –
HÅG SoFi stands out and fits in.

Design: Frost Produkt, PowerDesign and Scandinavian
Business Seating Design Team.
Patent- and design protected.

A manifestation of holistic
Scandinavian design.
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UNLIMITED OPTIONS
Stand out. Fit in. HÅG SoFi is
designed to be customised.
Ranging in appearances from
subtle, refined and coherent,
to expressive and daring.
HÅG SlideBacK™
ARMRESTS (Optional
extra)
Unique armrests innovation
allows you to move closer to
your desk, invites you to sit
sideways or to use the armrests
as elbow support. Easily
adjust in height, width or slide
backwards.
FOOT SUPPORT
Provides a comfortable way to
move and vary the position of
your feet.
HEADREST (Optional
extra)
Gives you rest and support for
shoulders, neck and head.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Headrest (optional extra)
• HÅG SlideBack™ armrests 		
(optional extra)
• Armrest height
• Armrest width
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Lumbar support
• Tilt resistance/
HÅG inBalance™
• Lockable tilt
• Foot support
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HÅG SoFi 7220-SPS003

Physical measurements HÅG SoFi

72x0

73x0

Seat height 165 mm gas lift [1]

400-550*

400-550*

Seat height 200 mm gas lift [1]

450-640

450-640

Height of backrest [2]

485

585

Height of foremost support point on
backrest [3]

160-240

160-240

Height of foremost support point
on headrest [4]

-

640-870

Seat depth [5]

380-460

380-460

Height of armrests [6]

200-300

200-300

Seat width [7]

482

482

Max. chair width [8]

600

600

Footbase diameter [9]

720

720

Weight

22.5 kg

23 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Tilt range is 15° forwards and 18° backwards from neutral position 1° to the rear.
Size and weight is from prototype. Please note that off-the-shelf chairs may differ with respect to measurements.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Standard lift according to EN 1335 Class A.
A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg.
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

Physical measurements HÅG SoFi Communication

72x2 / 73x2

Seat height [1] 		

400-550

Height of backrest [2] 		

485 / 585

Diam. footbase [3] 		

785

Seat depth [4] 		

380-460

Seat width [5] 		

482

Chair width [6] 		

600

Armrests [7]		

200-300

Weight 		

16.2* kg / 16.7* kg

Tilt range:
Neutral		-1º
Forwards		15º
Backwards		18º
Measurements in mm. Seat height measured with 64 kg load.
Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Size and weight is from prototype. Please note that off-the-shelf chairs may differ with respect to measurements.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Measurements without armrests.

AWARDS
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HÅG SoFi® COLLECTION
HÅG SoFi Standard collection consists of 6 different combinations of aluminium and plastic colours. All models can be
upholstered in textiles from the HÅG Total Colour (HTC) collection. In this way HÅG SoFi can be dressed to provide the
desired expression to stand out or fit in. HÅG SoFi Designers choice is the design team’s 9 personal favourites. Countless
possibilities, colours and materials are carefully selected, and combined, to present HÅG SoFi at its best, and expresses
the Formal-, Casual- and Edge styles.

Standard collection

HÅG SoFi 7310* black frame

HÅG SoFi 7310* black frame

HÅG SoFi 7210** black frame

HÅG SoFi 7320* silver frame

HÅG SoFi 7330* silver/black classic

HÅG SoFi 7340* polished exclusive

HÅG SoFi 7350* white/black contrast

HÅG SoFi 7360* white/grey clear

HÅG SoFi 7212** Communication
black frame
Black aluminium and black plastic trim.
Four star base. Shown here in fabric
Remix 2 – 183. Medium back.

Black aluminium and black plastic trim.
Shown here in fabric Remix 2 – 183.
High Back. Headrest optional.

Silver aluminium and grey plastic trim.
Shown here in fabric Remix 2 – 123.
High back.

White aluminium and black plastic trim.
Shown here in fabric Remix 2 – 163.
High back.
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*Also available with medium back (72x0)
**Also available with high back (73x0)

Black aluminium and black plastic trim.
Shown here in fabric Remix 2 – 183.
High back.

Silver aluminium and black plastic trim.
Shown here in fabric Remix 2 – 163.
High back.

White aluminium and grey plastic trim.
Shown here in fabric Remix 2 – 123.
High back.

Black aluminium and black plastic trim.
Shown here in fabric Remix 2 – 183.
Medium back.

Polished aluminium, black gas lift and
plastic trim. Shown here in fabric Antigo
Soft 56100. High back.

Designers choice

HÅG SoFi 7220-SPS003**

Fabric: Kvadrat Hallingdal 65 – 130
(light grey) with Kvadrat Remix 2 – 123
(light grey) on the rear of the backrest.
Medium back.

HÅG SoFi 7220-SPS004**

Fabric: Kvadrat Remix 2 – 823 (light
grey/blue) with Kvadrat Polo 2 – 913
(light blue) on backrest facet.
Medium back.

HÅG SoFi 7310-SPS001*

HÅG SoFi 7360-SPS007*

HÅG SoFi 7320-SPS002*

HÅG SoFi 7360-SPS009*

Fabric: Tex 1661-48 (blue) with black
on seat and backrest facet. High
back.

Fabric: Tex 1661-06 (light grey) with
darker grey on seat and backrest
facet. High back.

*Also available with medium back (72x0)
**Also available with high back (73x0)

Fabric: Svensson Markspelle Uno
4380 (blue) with Uno 5636 (green)
on backrest facet. White contrast
stitching. High back.

Fabric: Svensson Markspelle Uno
4320 (grey) with Uno 3418 (red) on
backrest facet. Red contrast stitching. High back.

HÅG SoFi 7360-SPS008*

Fabric: Svensson Markspelle Uno 3418
(red). White contrast stitching.
High back.

HÅG SoFi 7210-SPS005**

Fabric: Väveriet Step 900 (dark grey)
with Wollsdorf Antigo Soft 56100
(black leather) on backrest facet.
Medium back.

HÅG SoFi 7260-SPS006**

Fabric: Kvadrat Hallingdal 65 – 407
(yellow/white) with Kvadrat Hallingdal 65 – 457 (yellow) on the rear of
the backrest. Medium back.
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HÅG CAPISCO®
THE SADDLE CHAIR™

Up and down.
HÅG Capisco is inspired by the horse rider’s saddle
and sitting posture. No one sits as actively as a rider
in the saddle. When you work seated on a HÅG Capisco, you’ll be inspired to greater freedom of movement, variation and new natural sitting positions. HÅG
Capisco allows you to sit as high or low as you want.
No other task chair adapts so well to work surfaces of
different heights. Sit down and adjust it from a normal
table height to a sit-stand position.
Its award-winning design fits into creative meeting
rooms and any other place where you want to work
and move in different ways. It’s also a great chair for
dentists and surgeons who work in semi-standing
positions, or when used back-to-front so that the back
panel supports the chest. Experience the numerous
benefits of this unique sitting solution.
28

HÅG Capisco model 8106 was the world’s first task
chair to be granted the right to use the official Nordic
eco-label, the Swan.

Design: Peter Opsvik.
Patent- and design protected.

No other task chair adapts so
well to work surfaces of
different heights.
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ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
The chair can be adjusted from
a low sitting position to a sitstand position.
FOOT SUPPORT
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet.
THE SADDLE SEAT
The unique shape of the seat
inspires movement and new
sitting positions.
HEADREST (optional)
The headrest gives you rest and
support for shoulders, neck and
head. The gap between the
chair and the headrest allows
more freedom of movement.
HÅG STEPUP® (optional)
Provides two extra levels for
placing your feet.
HÅG FOOT RING (optional)
Extra level for rest and support
for feet.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Headrest
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Back height
• Backward tilt tension
• Lockable tilt
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HÅG Capisco 8106

Physical measurements HÅG Capisco

8105

8106

8126

8107

8127

Seat height 150 mm gas lift [1]

410-550*

410-550*

420-560*

410-550*

420-560*

Seat height 200 mm gas lift [1]

485-660

485-660

495-670

485-660

495-670

Seat height 265 mm gas lift [1]

570-810

570-810

580-820

570-810

580-820

Height of backrest [2]

-

480

480

480

480

Height of foremost support
point on backrest [3]

-

170-260

170-260

170-260

170-260

Height of foremost support
point on headrest [4]

-

-

-

560-780

560-780

Seat depth [5]

-

370-460

370-460

370-460

370-460

Seat width [7]

490

490

460

490

460

Max. chair width [8]

-

580

580

580

580

Footbase diameter [9]

700

700

700

700

700

Weight

7.5 kg

14.0 kg

14.5 kg

15.5 kg

16.0 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Tilt range is 17° backwards from a neutral position 5° to the rear.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Standard lift according to EN 1335 Class A.
A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg.
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

AWARDS
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231 057
HÅG Capisco 8106 in Fame
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HÅG CAPISCO PULS®

Trendy playful and modern sophisticated.
Born out of the legendary “Saddle chair”, HÅG
Capisco Puls represents a new generation, attuned
to the contemporary, dynamic workplace. Like its
predecessor, it is based on our understanding of the
human body and its constant need to move. HÅG
Capisco Puls continues the legacy, while expanding
the horizon of the HÅG Capisco family.

A contemporary and flexible chair, representing
an evolution in form, function and usability.
HÅG Capisco Puls’ new sleek and light shape,
reflects the rhythm of a brave new generation.

Design: Peter Opsvik.
Patent- and design protected.
32

HÅG Capisco Puls represents
a new generation, attuned to
the contemporary, dynamic
workplace.
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ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
The chair can be adjusted from
a normal sitting position to a
sit-stand position.
FOOT SUPPORT
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet.
Footbase is available in black
or blue plastic, black, silver or
polished aluminium.
THE SADDLE SEAT
The unique shape of the seat
inspire lots of movement and
new sitting positions.
HÅG STEPUP® (optional)
Provides two extra levels for
placing your feet.
HÅG FOOT RING (optional)
Extra level for rest and support
for feet.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Back height
• Backward tilt resistance
• Lockable tilt
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HÅG Capisco Puls 8010

Physical measurements håg Capisco Puls

8001

8002

8010

8020

Seat height 150 mm gas lift [1] 		

380-510*

395-525*

380-510*

395-525*

Seat height 200 mm gas lift [1] 		

455-620

470-635

455-620

470-635

Seat height 265 mm gas lift [1] 		

540-770

555-785

540-770

555-785

Height of backrest [2] 		

-

-

470

470

Height of foremost support point on backrest [3]		

-

-

145-235

130-220

Seat depth [5] 		

-

-

400-470

400-470

Seat width [7] 		

460

460

460

460

Maximum chair width [8] 		

-

-

560

560

Footbase diameter [9] 		

700

700

700

700

Weight 		

7.0 kg

7.0 kg

11.0 kg

11.0 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Tilt range is 17° backwards from a neutral position 5° to the rear.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Standard lift according to EN 1335 Class A.
A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg.
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

Plastic colours

Black

Red

Light grey

Yellow green

Blue grey

awards
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HÅG FUTU®

Elegant & intelligent.
HÅG Futu provides the best of two worlds; an
advanced interior based on HÅG’s inBalance®
technology, and an exciting, streamlined exterior that
gives flexibility when used in different rooms and
for different applications. With its clean, continuous
lines HÅG Futu can be perceived more as a piece of
furniture than a technical aid. It is designed to be in
harmony with its surroundings.

Even though HÅG Futu is a fully functional task chair,
it nevertheless lacks long dominating levers and
unattractive adjustment wheels that disturb the visual
expression. It is simple, easy to use and just as well
suited to large office environments as to individual
work spaces.

Design: HÅG Design Studio, facilitated by Marianne Støren
Berg and Leif Isachsen/KODE Design.
Patent- and design protected.
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With its clean, continuous lines
HÅG Futu can be perceived more
as a piece of furniture than a
technical aid.
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ARMRESTS (optional
extra)
Can easily be adjusted for both
height and width
FOOT SUPPORT
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet.
FUTUKNIT™
A knitted fabric especially designed for HÅG Futu. Precisely
shaped and adapted for the
chair’s back and seat. Available
in eight colours.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Lumbar support
• Tilt resistance/
håg inBalance®
• Lockable tilt
• Armrest height
• Armrest width
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HÅG Futu 1020

Physical measurements HÅG Futu 		

1020

Seat height 165 mm gas lift [1] 		

400-550*

Seat height 200 mm gas lift [1] 		

450-650

Height of backrest [2] 		

600

Height of foremost support point on backrest [3]		

170-250

Seat depth [5] 		

380-460 EN / 380-480 NPR

Height of armrests [6]		

195-290 EN / 200-300 NPR

Seat width [7] 		

485

Maximum chair width [8] 		

625-710

Footbase diameter [9] 		

720

Weight 		

17.0 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Tilt range is 13° forwards and 16° backwards from neutral position. Neutral position is 3° backwards.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Standard liftomat in accordance with EN 1335 Class A.
The collection has been tested and approved in accordance with British Standard (BS 5459-2).
A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg.
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

Physical measurements Håg Futu communication

1070

Seat height [1] 		

465

Back height [2] 		

460

Seat depth [4] 		

460

Seat width [5] 		

465

Chair width [6] 		

550

Armrests [7] 		

215

Weight 		

9.5 kg

Measurements in mm. Seat height measured with 64 kg load.
Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.

FutuKnit ™ colours

Black
FTU 001

Grey
FTU 002

Blue
FTU 003

Sand
TU 007

Off white
FTU 008

Burgundy
FTU 004

Red
FTU 005

Green
FTU 006

AWARDS
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HÅG H09® EXCELLENCE
HÅG H09 Excellence is unbeatably comfortable.
With its no-compromise design and upholstered in
high-quality leather or smooth felted wool fabric
on the back and seat. Its rare to find an easy-to-use
luxury task chair that allows the body and mind to
move freely. HÅG H09 Excellence is also available
as an exclusive and first class chair for the meeting
room.

THE PADDED BACK
Consists of special air channels
that have a cooling effect.
SUSPENDED BACK
Provides support while increasing the radius of movement for
the upper body since it is not
stretched over a solid frame.
UPHOLSTERY
Available in leather or Vadal
Uni.
HÅG TILTDOWN™
ARMRESTS
Can easily be adjusted in
height and width, and tilts
downwards, allowing you to sit
closer to your desk.
FOOT support
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet
and comes with a matt black or
polished aluminium finish.
ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR
SUPPORT AND HEADREST*
Slides up or down to fully
personalise your sitting
experience.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Lumbar support
• Headrest*
• Backward tilt tension
• Forward tilt tension
• Lockable tilt
• HÅG Tiltdown™ armrests
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* High back model only

HÅG H09 9320 Excellence

AWARDS

Design: Svein Asbjørnsen/sapDesign®.
Patent- and design protected.

No compromise.
HÅG H09 Excellence is pure
elegance.
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HÅG H09® Inspiration
HÅG H09 Inspiration has a light and desirable
expression. When you sit down, you notice how the
transparent textile provides freedom of movement
while the chair remains rock solid. The chair’s back,
which is clothed in the transparent textile, is available
in dark and light versions.

HÅG H09 Inspiration is also available as an exclusive
and first class chair for the meeting room. To create
more space around the table, the models can be
delivered with standard armrests and a smaller
footbase.
Design: Svein Asbjørnsen/sapDesign®.
Patent- and design protected.

TRANSPARENT FABRIC
Has a ventilating effect that
keeps you cool and comfortable at all times. Available in
Space or Lumina.
SUSPENDED BACK
Provides support while increasing the radius of movement for
the upper body since it is not
stretched over a solid frame.
HÅG TILTDOWN™
ARMRESTS
Can easily be adjusted in
height and width, and tilts
downwards, allowing you to sit
closer to your desk.
FOOT support
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet
and comes with a matt black or
polished aluminium finish.
ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR
SUPPORT AND HEADREST
Slides up or down to fully
personalise your sitting
experience.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Lumbar support
• Headrest*
• Backward tilt tension
• Forward tilt tension
• Lockable tilt
• HÅG Tiltdown™ armrests
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* High back model only

HÅG H09 9220 Inspiration

AWARDS

Transparent gravity. HÅG H09
Inspiration is a modern chair
that will become a comfortable
collaborator.

TRANSPARENT FABRIC

SPACE

WHITE LUMINA

BLACK LUMINA
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HÅG H09® Classic
HÅG H09 Classic can withstand the rigours of three
shifts a day. All without the slightest complaint.
Always standing as tall and straight as the day it was
delivered. It has an aura of strength, robustness and
not least reliability – when you look at it and when
you sit on it.

HÅG H09 Classic has been tested and approved
in accordance with British Standard BS 5459-2 for
24-hour use.

Design: Svein Asbjørnsen/sapDesign®.
Patent- and design protected.

STYLISH HANDLE
A stylish handle is located
at the very top of the spine,
helping you to move the chair.
It can also be used as a coat
hanger.
HÅG TILTDOWN™
ARMRESTS
Can easily be adjusted in
height and width, and tilts
downwards, allowing you to sit
closer to your desk.
FOOT support
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet
and comes with a matt black or
polished aluminium finish.
ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR
SUPPORT AND HEADREST
Slides up or down to fully
personalise your sitting
experience.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Lumbar support
• Headrest
• Backward tilt tension
• Forward tilt tension
• Lockable tilt
• HÅG Tiltdown™ armrests
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HÅG H09 9130 Classic

AWARDS

Sit well . Sit longer.
HÅG H09 Classic is a timeless
and robust task chair.
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HÅG H09® MEETING
HÅG H09 Meeting has a high back and features
HÅG’s BalancedMovementMechanism™. The height
of the seat can be adjusted and the chair also features
an adjustable lumbar cushion for optimal comfort and
support during long meetings. The footbase/gas lift is
available in matt black or polished aluminium.

STYLES
HÅG H09 Meeting Excellence
9372 is available in Antigo Soft
leather or in exclusive Vadal
Uni wool.
HÅG H09 Meeting Inspiration
9272 is delivered with a mesh
back in Space or Lumina. The
seat is available in Antigo Soft
leather, Shimmer or in shiny
worsted Tex Uni wool.
Functions
• Tilting forwards and back-		
wards that ensures variation
and movement.
• Adjustable seat height.
• Movable back support
cushion that is easily
adjusted with a simple
handle.
• The smaller footbase
means there is more space
around the table and
greater freedom of move-		
ment for the participants.
• Footrest for support and 		
variation.
• Special armrests (optional 		
extra) can easily be heightand width adjusted.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• HÅG H09 Basic armrests
(with height and width 		
adjustment)
• Footbase with sloping foot
plates in polished aluminium
• Footbase in black (85 mm 		
wider than the standard 		
HÅG H09 meeting room 		
model).
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HÅG H09 9372 Meeting Excellence

AWARDS

Design: Svein Asbjørnsen/sapDesign®.
Patent- and design protected.

Elegant and light design.
HÅG H09 Meeting room chairs.

HÅG H09 9272 Meeting Inspiration
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HÅG H09® Excellence

HÅG H09 Meeting Excellence 9372*
in Antigo Soft 56100.

HÅG H09 Excellence 9320*
in Antigo Soft 56100.

HÅG H09 Excellence 9330
in Antigo Soft 56100.

HÅG H09 Excellence 9330
in Vadal Uni.

HÅG H09 Inspiration 9220*
in Space and Antigo Soft 56100.

HÅG H09 Inspiration 9230*
in White Lumina and Shimmer 001.

HÅG H09® Inspiration

HÅG H09 Meeting Inspiration 9272*
in Space and Tex 900.

HÅG H09 Inspiration 9220**
in Black Lumina and Tex 900.

HÅG H09® Classic

HÅG H09 Classic 9130*
in Antigo Soft 56100.
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* Five star base in polished aluminium is optional.
** Basic armrests.

Physical measurements HÅG H09

9130

9220

9230

9320

9330

Seat height 150 mm gas lift [1]

390-530*

390-530*

390-530*

390-530*

390-530*

Seat height 200 mm gas lift [1]

460-640

460-640

460-640

460-640

460-640

Seat height 265 mm gas lift [1]

-

-

-

-

-

Height of backrest [2]

1060

790

1060

790

1060

Height of foremost support point on backrest [3]

170-265

170-265

170-265

170-265

170-265

Height of foremost support point on headrests [4]

625-775

625-775

625-775

625-775

625-775

Seat depth [5]

395-515

395-515

395-515

395-515

395-515

Height of armrests [6]

200-280

200-280

200-280

200-280

200-280

Seat width [7]

480

480

480

480

480

Max. chair width [8]

670

670

670

670

670

Footbase diameter [9]

740

740

740

740

740

Weight

23.0 kg

21.5 kg

21.5 kg

19.5 kg

22.0 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Tilt range is 7° forwards and 14° backwards from a neutral position 3° to the rear.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Standard lift in accordance with EN 1335 Class A.
The collection has been tested and approved in accordance with British Standard (BS 5459-2).
A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg.
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

Physical measurements Håg H09 Meeting

9272

9372

Seat height [1]

385-520

385-520

Height of backrest [2]

570

570

Diam. footbase [3]

650

650

Seat depth [4]

475

475

Seat width [5]

480

480

Chair width [6]

600-680 (740)**

600-680 (740)**)

Armrests [7]

155-265

155-265

Weight

16.0 13.0* kg

16.5 13.5* kg

Tilt range:
Neutral
Forwards
Backwards

-4º
4º
13º

-4º
4º
13º

Measurements in mm. Seat height measured with 64 kg load.
Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Measurement without armrests.
** Max. diagonal diameter.
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HÅG H05®

So simple. So clever.
Think fresh and act fast. HÅG H05 is your chair. It’s
ingeniously simple to adjust. With only one lever and
one wheel, you can easily personalise your sitting
experience. A simple and clever design, equipped
with HÅG’s BalancedMovementMechanism™. Great
comfort and complete freedom of movement at work
has never been this easy.

Your workplace will be complete with a HÅG H05
Communication, a visitor chair that matches your
task chair.
This collection provides a personal and active sitting
solution for all types of work environments.

Design: Peter Opsvik.
Patent- and design protected.
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A distinct and clever design,
equipped with HÅG’s unique
BalancedMovementMechanism™.
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4-IN-1 ADJUSTMENT
WHEEL
Seat depth, back height and
forward and backwards tilt
resistance.
FOOT SUPPORT
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet.
HEADREST (optional)
The headrest gives you rest
and support for shoulders, neck
and head. The gap between
the chair and the headrest
allows more freedom of movement.
HÅG SWINGBACK®
ARMRESTS (optional)
Allow the armrests to be
rotated out of the way, behind
the chair, so that you can move
closer to your desk. You can
also sit sideways.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Headrest (optional)
• Seat height
• 4-in-1 adjustment wheel
• HÅG SwingBack® armrests 		
(optional)
• Lockable tilt

HÅG H05 5600 (headrest optional)
HÅG SwingBack® armrests
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Physical measurements HÅG H05

5100 / 5200

5300 / 5400

5500 / 5600

Seat height 150 mm lift [1]

390-530*

390-530*

390-530*

Seat height 200 mm lift [1]

465-645

465-645

465-645

Seat height 265 mm lift [1]

550-785

550-785

550-785

Height of backrest [2]

455 / 450

520 / 515

600 / 595

Height of foremost support
point on backrest [3]

150-230

150-230

150-230

Height of foremost support
point on headrest [4]

845-590

845-590

845-590

Seat depth [5]

385-480

385-480

385-480

Height of armrests [6]

200-280

200-280

200-280

Seat width [7]

485

485

485

Max. chair width [8]

600-700

600-700

600-700

Footbase diameter [9]

700

700

700

Weight

12.5 kg / 13.0 kg

16.0 kg / 16.5 kg

18.0 kg / 19.0 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Tilt range is 11° forwards and 15° backwards from a neutral position 3° to the rear.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Standard lift in accordance with EN 1335 Class A.
The collection has been tested and approved in accordance with British Standard (BS 5459-2).
A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg.
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

Physical measurements håg h05 communication

5370**

5470**

Seat height [1] 		

445

445

Height of backrest [2] 		

460

460

Seat depth [4] 		

415

415
445

Seat width [5] 		

445

Chair width [6] 		

570 470*

570 470*

Armrests [7] 		

235

235

Weight 		

7.2 kg

7.2 kg

Tilt range:
Neutral		 -4º
Forwards		 9º
Backwards		 13º

-4º
9º
13º

Measurements in mm. Seat height measured with 64 kg load.
Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Measurements without armrests.
** Armrests are optional.

AWARDS
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HÅG H04®

Timeless and comfortable.
It’s no coincidence that HÅG H04 is a favourite
among many interior designers. The clean, timeless
design makes HÅG H04 fit easily into any work
environment. The precise regulation mechanism
makes it easy to adjust the chair to your personal
requirements. An optimised tilt angle as well as soft
but supportive cushioning in the seat and back,
provide a feeling of well-being. HÅG H04 is available
as a task chair and a matching visitor chair.
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Design: Peter Opsvik.
Patent- and design protected.

The clean, timeless design
makes HÅG H04 fit easily into
any work environment.
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WIDER VERSION
HÅG H04 4650 is 4 cm wider
than the standard models, with
a deeper seat that provides
extra comfort.
HEADREST (optional)
The headrest gives you rest and
support for shoulders, neck and
head. The gap between the
chair and the headrest allows
more freedom of movement.
ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS
Standard on medium and highback models, you can adjust
their height and width.
FOOT SUPPORT
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Back height
• Backward tilt tension
• Forward tilt tension
• Lockable tilt
• Headrest (optional)
• Armrests
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HÅG H04 4600 (headrest optional)

Physical measurements håg h04

4100

4200

4400

4600

4650

Seat height 150 mm lift [1]

385-525*

390-530*

390-530*

390-530*

390-530*

Seat height 200 mm lift [1]

460-640

465-645

465-645

465-645

465-645

Seat height 265 mm lift [1]

550-785

555-790

555-790

555-790

555-790

Height of backrest [2]

470

470

510

590

590

Height of foremost support
point on backrest [3]

170-270

166-255

166-255

166-255

166-255

Height of foremost support
point on headrest [4]

485 - 695

485 - 695

485 - 695

485 - 695

485 - 695

Seat depth [5]

360-470

390-505

390-505

390-505

390-505

Height of armrests [6]

205-300

205-300

205-300

205-300

205-300

Seat width [7]

465

470

470

470

510

Max. chair width [8]

580-680

580-680

580-680

580-680

580-680

Footbase diameter [9]

700

700

700

700

700

Weight

13.0 kg

13.0 kg

15.5 kg

16.0 kg

16.0 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Tilt range is 15° forwards and 15° backwards from a neutral position 5° to the rear.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Standard lift in accordance with EN 1335 Class A.
The collection has been tested and approved in accordance with British Standard (BS 5459-2).
A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg.
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

Physical measurements HÅG H04 Communication

4470** / 4472**

Seat height [1] 		

445 / 375-515

Back height [2] 		

510 / 510

Diam. footbase [3] 		

- / 700

Seat depth [4] 		

425

Seatwidth [5] 		

450

Chair width [6] 		

600 480*

Armrests [7] 		

210

Weight		

10.0 kg / 9.0 kg

Tilt range:
Neutral		-5º
Forwards		9º
Backwards		13º

Measurements in mm. Seat height measured with 64 kg load.
Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Measurements without armrests.
** Armrests are optional.

AWARDS
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HÅG H03®

His. Hers. Yours. Ours.
HÅG H03 is a flexible chair that suits everyone.
With its simple, harmonious lines, HÅG H03 was
designed to fit into practically any work environment.
It requires few components and utilises a high proportion of recycled material, making it one of our most
environmentally-friendly solutions.
Its mechanism, which is based on an ingenious
rocking-chair principle, ensures constant motion.
A simple movement with your arms allows you to
adjust several features at once. No wonder this
58

flexible and user friendly collection is a big favourite
among educational institutions.

Design: Søren Yran.
Patent- and design protected.

Its mechanism, which is based
on an ingenious rocking-chair
principle, ensures constant
motion.
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UNIQUE GRIP
ADJUSTMENT
Intuitively and simultaneously
adjusts seat depth, back height,
tilt tension and armrests,
making it easy to share among
different users.
EXTRA TILT TENSION WHEEL
Personalise the tilt tension of
your chair even more (available
on HÅG H03 340 and 350).
FOOT SUPPORT
Provides a comfortable way to
vary the position of your feet.
ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Back height
• Armrests (optional extra)
• Extra tilt tension (available 		
for HÅG H03 340 and 350)
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HÅG H03 330

Physical measurements HÅG H03

330

340

350

Seat height 150 mm lift [1]

390-530*

390-530*

390-530*

Seat height 200 mm lift [1]

520-700

520-700

520-700

Seat height 265 mm lift [1]

550-785

550-785

550-785

Height of backrest [2]

300

410

430

Height of foremost support point on backrest [3]

165-245

165-245

165-245

Seat depth [5]

390-490

390-490

390-490

Height of armrests [6]

165-285

165-285

165-285

Seat width [7]

510

510

465

Max. chair width [8]

530

580

580

Footbase diameter [9]

685

685

685

Weight

12.0 kg

12.0 kg

13.0 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Tilt range is 10° forwards and 14° backwards from a neutral position 3° to the rear.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Standard lift in accordance with EN 1335 Class A.
The collection has been tested and approved in accordance with British Standard (BS 5459-2).
A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg.
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

AWARDS
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HÅG SIDEWAYS®

Furnituristic.
This is a chair that really takes modern meeting
culture seriously. HÅG Sideways has taken
Scandinavian furniture design another step forwards.
Sitting down. This revolutionary meeting chair
is comfortable no matter which way you twist or
turn. The seat has been designed for maximum
seating comfort and provides excellent freedom of
movement. The armrest curls around the back of the
chair as an invitation to support and rest whenever
sitting sideways is needed.

Design: Formel Industridesign and HÅG.
Patent- and design protected.
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Comfortable no matter which
way you twist or turn.
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SEAT SHAPE
Large and comfortable seat
shaped so that sitting sideways
feels as natural as sitting
straight forward. Provides
comfort, variation and
movement in a natural way in
the meeting room.
ARMREST
The armrest can be used to
rest and support your forearms
or to help you move the chair
back and forth.
CHOICE OF COLOUR
– PLASTIC/TEXTILE
The plastic back of HÅG
Sideways is available in
different colours. Upholstered
parts are available in a large
number of materials and
colours from our HTC
collection. HÅG Sideways 973x
also has its own especially
designed textile, Softgrid™,
available in four different
colours. See your HÅG dealer
for colour samples.
star base
In polished aluminium
(model 97x2).
SKID-BASE
In stainless steel (97x0).
FEATURES
Balanced tilt: provides
movement and variation
Memospindel (optional extra
for (97x2): the seat swings back
to its original position when
you get up. Ensures uncluttered
and presentable environment.
Stackable: the models with
Skid-base models (97x0) can be
stacked.
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HÅG Sideways 9730

Physical measurements HÅG Sideways

9730

9740

9732

9742

Seat height [1]

465

465

470

470

Back height [2]

380

380

380

380

Diam. footbase [3]

-

-

785

785

Seat depth [4]

470

470

470

470

Seat width [5]

490

490

490

490

Chair width [6]

600

600

580/805*

580/805*

Armrests [7]

235

235

235

235

Weight

10.5 kg

10.5 kg

10.0 kg

10.0 kg

Tilt range:
Neutral
Forwards
Backwards

-7º
9º
10º

-2º
9º
10º

-3º
9º
9º

-3º
9º
9º

Measurements in mm. Seat height measured with 64 kg load.
Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Measurements without armrests.

UNIQUE HTC COLOURS FOR HÅG SIDEWAYS 9730 AND 9732:
Plastic colours for back

Black

Ochre

Sand

Olive

Softgrid 065

Softgrid 023

Softgrid™ textiles (seat only)

Softgrid 099

Softgrid 084

AWARDS
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HÅG CONVENTIO®

Wake up. Without a single drop of coffee.
Meetings and conferences can be extremely static
and tiring. The good news is that they don´t have
to be anymore. Like HÅG Conventio Wing, HÅG
Conventio has been especially designed for meetings
and conferences and encourages varied sitting
positions and movement. This releases energy and
keeps your mind clear and focused, even during less
interesting meetings. Sit down and wake up. HÅG
Conventio has the same properties and mobility as
HÅG Conventio Wing, and is well suited as a general
purpose chair for conferences, schools, universities,
libraries, canteens, cafés and hotels.

Design: Peter Opsvik.
Patent- and design protected.
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Releases energy and keeps your
mind clear and focused, even
during long meetings.
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Removable cover
Can be removed for cleaning
or replacement. Available for
HÅG Conventio models: 9510,
9511, 9520 and 9521.
Wide version (9511 and
9521)
4 cm wider than 9510 and
9520.
Stackable
10-15 chairs can be stacked on
top of each other.
Optional extras
Armrests.
Chair hanger.
Connecting device: ensures
easy linking.
Writing tablet: right-handed
with black plastic tablet and
aluminium arm. Fold down tablet for safe escape and stacking
of chair. BIFMA approved.
Trolley: moving a stack of HÅG
Conventio chairs has never
been easier.
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HÅG Conventio 9511

Physical measurements HÅG Conventio

9510 / 9520

9511 / 9521

9512 / 9522

Seat height [1]

455

450

400-540

Height of backrest [2]

390

460

460

Diam. 5-star foot base [3]

-

-

635

Seat depth [4]

425

430

430

Seat width [5]

390

430

430

Chair width [6]

460* 550

500* 590

460* 550

Armrests [7]

230

230

230

Weight

5.0 kg

6.0 kg

8.5 kg

Tilt range:
Neutral
Forwards
Backwards

-5˚
12˚
11˚

-5˚
12˚
11˚

-5˚
12˚
11˚

Measurements in mm. Seat height measured with 64 kg load.
Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Measurements with armrests (armrests are optional on HÅG Conventio 9512).
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HÅG CONVENTIO WING®

A solid lightweight.
HÅG Conventio Wing is a dynamic chair that is
especially designed for meetings and conferences.
The integrated rocking mechanism inspires
movement and variation. This improves the ability
to concentrate as well as the performance of your
employees or audience. HÅG Conventio Wing is
constructed from lightweight materials that can
withstand heavy use. Simple maintenance makes
the chair well suited as a general purpose chair for
conferences, schools, universities, libraries, canteens,
cafés and hotels. Moreover, the wing-shaped back
gives the chair a fresh shape and makes it extra
robust.

Design: Peter Opsvik.
Patent- and design protected.
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A dynamic chair especially
designed for meetings and
conferences.
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Removable cover
Can be removed for cleaning
or replacement. Available for all
HÅG Conventio Wing models.
The five star base
Models with five star base are
height adjustable and provides
support for alternative positions of the feet. HÅG Conventio Wing 9812, 9822 and 9832
are models with five star base.
Choice of colours
The seat and back of the HÅG
Conventio Wing are available
in Black, Grey, White, Red,
Yellow-Green and Blue-Grey.
Stackable
10-15 chairs can be stacked on
top of each other.
Optional extras
Armrests.
Chair hanger.
HÅG writing tablet: right-handed with black plastic tablet and
aluminium arm. Fold down tablet for safe escape and stacking
of chair. BIFMA approved.
Connecting device: Ensures
easy linking.
Trolley: Moving a stack of HÅG
Conventio Wing chairs has
never been easier.
Chair suspension: To be
mounted on the underside of a
table top for convenient hanging of chairs; clears floor space
and makes cleaning easy.
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HÅG Conventio Wing 9811

Physical measurements HÅG Conventio Wing

9811

9821

9831

9812

9822

9832

Seat height [1]

430

430

430

375-515

380-520

380-520

Height of back [2]

380

380

380

380

380

380

Diam. 5-star footbase [3]

-

-

-

635

635

635

Seat depth [4]

420

420

420

420

420

420

Seat width [5]

425

425

425

Chair width [6]
500 600*
500 600*
500 600*
				

425

425

425

465* 600*
635**

465* 600
635**

465* 600
635**

Armrests [7]

245

245

245

245

245

245

Weight

4,4* 5,2

4,6* 5,4

4,8* 5,6

6,8* 7,6

7,0* 7,8

7,2* 8,0

Tilt range:
Neutral
Forwards
Backwards

-5˚
12˚
11˚

-5˚
12˚
11˚

-5˚
12˚
11˚

-5˚
12˚
11˚

-5˚
12˚
11˚

-5˚
12˚
11˚

Measurements in mm. Seat height measured with 64 kg load.
Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair.
* Measurements with armrests
** Max. diagonal diameter.

HÅG Conventio Wing 9811
Armrest and HÅG Writing tablet are optional extras.

Yellow-Green – Blue-Grey – Red – White – Grey – Black
Please note that the colours depicted here may vary from the real life version.
Kindly ask your HÅG dealer for a colour sample.
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HÅG total colour™ standard
HÅG Total Colour (HTC) Standard is our collection
of fabrics, leather and other materials. The collection
has been designed to bring out the best visual and
functional qualities of these materials. All fabrics
and leather in our HTC Standard collection are of
excellent quality and have a minimum abrasion
resistance of 80,000 Martindale cycles.

We offer short delivery time, favourable pricing and
all our materials comply with strict environmental
requirements. To maintain fabrics and leather, please
vacuum with a furniture brush or wipe with a clean,
white cloth or sponge slightly dampened, with
lukewarm water.

Collection

Material

Martindale

Guarantee

Antigo Soft

Semi-aniline leather

-

10 years

Comfort+

88% polyester, 12% polyurethane

150,000

10 years

Fame

95% wool, 5% polyamide

200,000

10 years

Nexus

100% polyester

100,000

10 years

Remix 2

90% worsted new wool, 10% polyamide

100,000

10 years

Shimmer

80% worsted new wool, 20% polyamide

104,000		

10 years

Steelcut Trio 2

90% worsted new wool, 10% polyamide

80,000

10 years

Tex Uni

92% worsted new wool, 8% polyamide

108,000

10 years

Vadal Uni

92% virgin wool, 8% polyamide

102,000

10 years

Xtreme Plus

100% recycled polyester FR

100,000

10 years

Information about the price groups is available in our price list.

ANTIGO SOFT
Classical, high-quality semi-aniline leather.
Excellent friction and breathing properties.
Antigo Soft is tanned without using chromium salts and is an environmentally friendly
product. The surface may feature scars and
marks resulting from insect bites etc, these
are proof of the natural origin of the product
and are part of its character.
Comfort +
Comfort + has a uniform stretchability and
excellent non-pilling properties. A unique
combination of fibres giving a durable soft
surface.
Fame
Fame is a tightly woven fabric of worsted
wool and polyamide, combining excellent
durability and incredible softness.
Nexus
Nexus is a polyester knit in a sleek and stylish
pinprick dot matrix design effect giving a
granulated structured surface. The black
yarn foundation highlights the structured
surface in combination with fresh but subtle
colours.
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Remix 2
Remix 2 is a strong fine woven fabric in
worsted wool and polyamide made from
melange yarns. The mix of several coloured
threads gives an irregular surface with subtle
contrasts in structure and colour.
SHIMMER
Satin-woven worsted wool combined with
polyamide. The weave and fibre combination yields an irregular, glittering effect.
Steelcut Trio 2
Steelcut Trio 2 is a strong worsted wool and
polyamide woven fabric, made with three
different coloured yarns. The colours and
the special weave create a three dimensional surface where the colours seem to change
depending on the angle of perspective.
TEX UNI
Tex Uni is made of satin-weave, high-quality
worsted wool that gives a slightly shiny
finish.
VADAL UNI
High quality, fine felted wool fabric with an
inviting appearance and a warm touch.

Xtreme Plus
Xtreme Plus is a FR crepe fabric made
from 100% recycled polyester that features
exceptional Euro flammability performance.
Extra stretch and structure gives an irregular,
shiny finish.

If you cannot find what you are looking for
in our HTC Standard collection, we offer
a comprehensive range from our HTC
Extended collection.
For further information, please see
www.hag-global.com

THANK YOU
We would like to thank Kvadrat for allowing us
to use their premises for the HÅG SoFi interior
photography. We would also like to thank the
following: Norway Designs, Illums Bolighus,
Verket Interiør, Hay and DKNO Skandinavisk
Design.
Design
Marketing & Brand Communication,
Scandinavian Business Seating
Print
KLS Grafisk Hus A/S
Product photos
Pål Laukli and Moment Studio
Interior photos
Per Gunnarsson, Egon Gade and Pål Laukli
Styling interior
Susanne Swegen, Alessandro d’Orazio,
Jannicke Kråkevik and Christine Haerra
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HÅG COLLECTION
HÅG SoFi

7210

7210

7310
1020

1020
7310

7212 Communication
1020

8106

8107

8126

8127

HÅG Capisco

8105

HÅG H09

HÅG Capisco puls

8001

8010

8020

9320 Excellence

9230 Inspiration

9272 Meeting Inspiration

9130 Classic

HÅG H09

9220 Inspiration
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9330 Excellence

9372 Meeting Excellence

HÅG H05

5100

5200

HÅG H05

5370 Communication

5300

5400

5500

HÅG Futu

5470 Communication

1020

1070 Communication

4200

4400

4600

HÅG H04

4100

HÅG H04

4470

4472

4472

4650

5600

HÅG H03

330

340

350

9732

9740

HÅG sideways

9730

9742

HÅG conventio

9510

9521

9512

HÅG conventio wing

9811

9821

9831

9832

Scandinavian Business Seating owns the brands HÅG, RH and RBM and is a
Scandinavian market leader in the design and manufacturing of seating for
private and public office environments. Together all employees work to
realise the company’s vision – To make the world a better place to sit.
Scandinavian Business Seating has its head office in Oslo and production
units in Røros, Norway and Nässjö, Sweden. Additionally the company
has sales companies in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands, UK,
France, Singapore and Switzerland.

Scandinavian Business Seating AB
Upper Tulse Hill Trading Estate
5 Somers Place
London
SW2 2AL
Tel: 020 8683 9930
e-mail: info@hag-uk.co.uk
www.hag-uk.co.uk
www.sbseating.com

